
Your target for the week:

Write diary entries from the 
perspective of a crew member. 



• Homophones

• Verb

• Adverb

• Noun

• Pronoun

• Proper Noun

• Preposition

• Clause

• Fiction

• Genre

• Prefix

• Suffix

LQ: How can I write a diary entry from the 
perspective of Ernest Shackleton or one of his 
crew? 

Day 2

• Use various sources to research a 

selected topic

• Understand the style of a diary entry 

e.g. first person, informal, descriptive 

• Empathise with crew members

• Write descriptive sentences including 

imagined thoughts, feelings, sights and 

sounds



yacht

A medium-sized sailing boat equipped 

for cruising or racing.

Mnemonic

Write a mnemonic to help you 

remember how to spell the word. 

Acrostic-tastic

Write an acrostic about a yacht 

using the word. 

Week 2: Tuesday

An example mnemonic is BODMAS 

(or BIDMAS)

Or

My Very Easy Method Just Speeds 

Up Naming Planets!

Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, 

Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune 

and Pluto (although Pluto is no 

longer classified as a planet)



SPaG Shape-Up

Homophones

Spelling

Copy out the sentence and choose the correct word to complete it.

1. “My!” exclaimed Granny. “Haven’t you !” 

2. The blister on my foot just won’t .                                 

3. The lion yawned and shook his .

4. I wonder it will snow today.

5. The field was covered in                                      this morning.

grown groan

heal heel

main mane

weather whether

mist missed



Your task for this week:

• To select one crew member from Ernest Shackleton’s ship and 
to write a series of diary entries from their perspective. 

• You may, if you wish, select Ernest Shackleton himself. 

• Don’t forget to write in the correct style for a diary entry and 
to include all suitable features from the success criteria. 

See next slides for diary entry features and success criteria. 



Features of a Diary

• Written in the past tense

• Use first person pronouns (I, we, my, etc.)

• Describes the writers point of view 

• Includes thoughts, feelings, sights and sounds 

• Includes opinions as well as facts 

• Uses ambitious words to describe people and 
places 

• Written in an informal style 

• Uses temporal (time) conjunctions to link events 

• Organise events into paragraphs 



Don’t forget to include all features from the success criteria.

Working towards expected standard success criteria:



Don’t forget to include all features from the success criteria.

Working at the expected standard success criteria:



Don’t forget to include all features from the success criteria.

Working at greater depth success criteria:



Your task for today:
Write your second entry into your diary from the perspective of your chosen crew 
member.  

To think about before writing:

• What happened today?

• Where are you? Have you departed yet? 

• How do you feel?

• Do you have a family that you are leaving behind? How does that feel? 

• What is your job on this ship? What tasks did you have to carry out today?

• What interactions do you have with the other crew members?

• What are you looking forward to?

• What can you see and hear?

Don’t forget to write in the correct style for a diary entry and to include all suitable 
features from the success criteria. 


